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Abstract
The Purpose of the Study: Is to uncover modern ideas about the two facets of the theory of sports.

Methods of Research: consist in the analysis of special literature, which reveals various aspects of the construction of the theory of sports
and the theory of physical culture.

Results of the Analysis: It has been shown that modern sport is a global socio-cultural phenomenon which in its scale has a transnational
character. A consensus definition of “sport” is formulated. It is stated that the results of people’s activity associated with the use of physical
exercises in the process of preparation for and participation in competitions have a dual nature as a person is at the same time the subject and
object of the cultural-historical process. A marked feature of the results of the specified activity of people and determines the essence of existence
in the theory of sport of two interrelated faces - sociocultural and procedural. It is shown that objective knowledge of the laws of development of
sport is possible only within the framework of the theory of physical culture, the main purpose of which is to establish the laws of development
of the basic forms of its social manifestation, including sports.
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Introduction
The development of modern society is accompanied by
the globalization of all spheres of public life, including the
sphere of activity of people connected with the use of physical
exercises. This tendency was especially evident in the evolution
of the competition-game direction in the development of this
sphere, which began to intensively develop at the turn of the
19th century and on the basis of which the social institute
of contemporary sports was formed [1]. For more than 200
years of its development, it has become a global socio-cultural
phenomenon which, in its scale, has a transnational character,
bringing all countries and virtually all social groups into its
sphere of influence. According to Ukrainian experts E Imas &
Yu Michudy [2] at the present stage of development of society,
sport is not only a socio-cultural phenomenon, it has become
a holistic socio-economic system. In its scale, the data given in
Article E Mejía [3] indicate that, for example, in the United States
in 2006, the financial circle in the field of sports amounted to
about 213 billion dollars, and the profit received in this area
was 2 and 7 times higher than, respectively, in automotive and
cinema industries.
The high social significance of sport stimulated the
formation of sports science, the logical consequence of which
is the development of a corresponding theory. However, it must
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be noted that the main directions of research conducted in
the field of sports are mainly practical-applied orientation [2].
That is why the opinion is expressed fairly by W Petryński [4]”
only theories make science, not facts themselves. Data without
a theory is similar to a child without parents”. Obviously, the
results of experimental research are the basis for checking
the existing and the formulation new theoretical positions
and hypotheses, that is why their objective interpretation and
it is possible within the limits of the corresponding scientific
theory. We note that scientific theory, in the modern sense of the
concept, is a system of generalized knowledge describing the
studied natural or social phenomena and allows to build causal
relationships between them and predict their development. This
system should be coherent and internally consistent, it should
not only describe objects in the corresponding subject area, but
also explain their functions, structure, composition, genesis.
The construction of knowledge in scientific theory is carried out
with the use of an evidentiary mechanism. The immediate cause
that makes existing or developing new concepts or theories is
the existence of contradictions that cannot be solved within the
existing knowledge system. Obviously, the formulated provisions
also apply to the theory of sport. In this theory, at this stage of
its development, the primary task is to correctly determine the
concept of “sport” (?!). As one of its basic constructs.
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The conducted special studies of this problem have shown
that there are currently about 200 basic definitions of this
concept [5]. The results of these studies also allowed formulating
a consensus definition of “sport” that can be reflected in the
following form. Sport, as a special socio-cultural phenomenon,
is a historically determined activity of people connected with
the use of physical exercises, which is aimed at preparing
and participating in competitions (activity component of the
definition), as well as individually and socially significant results
of such activity (the resulting component of the definition)
[5,6]. From the consensus definition of the concept of “sport”
it follows that in the resulting component it focuses on socially
meaningful and individually meaningful results of people’s
activity associated with the use of physical exercises in the
process of preparation for and participation in competitions.
This feature is a reflection of the fact that a person is at the same
time the subject and object of the cultural-historical process.
The duality of the nature of the results of the defined activity
of people is noted and determines the essence of the existence
of two interconnected facets in the theory of sport. They can be
conventionally called “sociocultural” and “processal”.
Sociocultural branch of the theory of sports. From the above
it follows that the activity of people connected with the use of
physical exercises and its results should be analyzed, on the one
hand, in the context of the development of the cultural-historical
process. In this approach, the term “sport” is used for the name
of a special social institution that has been formed and evolved
as a result of people involved with the use of physical exercises
in the process of preparation and participation in competitions.
The strategic direction in this approach is the definition
of the social mechanism of self-development of sport, its links
with other forms of social manifestation of the sphere of human
activity associated with the use of physical exercises, its structure
and social functions, its genesis [7]. The results of the research
of many scholars show the necessity and importance of this
approach in the development of the theory of sport. For example,
in the work of G Eichberg [8] focuses on the contradictions that
have arisen in the development of the Olympic The movement,
as a special sociocultural phenomenon of the present, in the
work of K Aisenberg [9] reveals the changes that have taken
place in recent years in the social perception of the social status
of athletes, in the work of A Guttmann [10] and collective work,
edited by R Giulianotti [11] focuses on the importance of studying
socio-cultural aspects of the development of this phenomenon,
whose results allow us to understand the social essence and the
basic laws of the emergence and evolution of sport as a social
institution. The main directions of the solution of the above
problems are shown in a number of special publications. Thus,
the genesis of sport, as a special socio-cultural phenomenon, is
disclosed in publications [12,13], its links with other forms of
social manifestation of the sphere of activity of people associated
with the use of physical exercises are presented in the article [5],
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and the mechanism of self-development of sport is described in
the article [13].
Processal component of the theory of sports. The results
of the activities of people connected with the use of physical
exercises in the process of preparation and participation in
competitions and, accordingly, the phenomenon for whose name
the term “sport” is to be considered, on the other hand, to a
certain extent as the process of achieving individually meaningful
results in a definite individual by a particular individual types of
competitive activities of people. It is obvious that the strategic
line of development of this trend in the theory of sports becomes
the coverage of the procedural component of the specified
activity of people, namely, the structure of the multi-year
training process, the main approaches to the construction of
macro cycles of different levels, the conditions and regularities
of building an annual training cycle, its contents, tools, methods
and the pedagogical technologies used in it, the principles of
its organization, its results and much more. At the same time,
the emphasis is first of all on “individually” meaningful results
of such activity, namely on raising the level of skill of athletes.
This is reflected in the names of the printed publications, which
develops precisely this approach to the construction of the
theory of sports, for example, “Teaching about training” [14],
“Fundamentals of sports training” [15], “The system of training
sportsmen in the Olympic sport” [16], «The Training Theory»
[17]. In the theory of sports this line is the most developed.

Existing relationship between the sociocultural and
procedural components of the theory of sport illustrates the
results of the dissertation study ND Bourne [7], which shows
the link between socio-economic changes occurring in society
and changes in the system of training leading leading athletes.
It is also clearly manifested by the example of the answer to the
question posed in the article by J Kosiewicz [18] concerning
the legalization of doping in sports. Thus, from the consensus
definition of the concept of “sport” it follows that the key
element in the sport is a specially organized competitive activity.
Such activities are regulated by the relevant rules that were
formulated and improved in the development of one or another
type of sport. The complexity of this process is evidenced by
the results of a specially conducted study [13]. Consequently,
the existing regulation of the rules of the competition provides
a level playing field for all participants. Obviously, use doping
in the process of training athletes violates this basic rule of
competition, and accordingly, cannot be legalized.
Completing the description of the two facets of the theory
of sports, let’s pay attention to the following. Sport, as shown
above, is one of the directions of the historical evolution of the
sphere of activity of people associated with the use of physical
exercises. For the name of this sphere, the term “physical
culture” is used most often in scientific and social practices [1921]. This means that the theory that describes this sphere of
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human activity is just the theory of physical culture [22-24]. An
analysis of the existing definitions of the term “physical culture”
made it possible to formulate a consensus definition in such a
form. Physical culture is a historically determined activity of
people connected with the use of physical exercises (activity
component of the definition) and its individual and socially
significant results (the resulting component of the definition)
[19,24,25]. The formulated provisions indicate that holistic
representations of sports are possible only within the limits of
the theory of physical culture, the main purpose of which is to
establish the laws of development of the basic forms of its social
manifestation, including sports.

To correctly determine the role of the theory of physical
culture in the process of objective knowledge and reflection
of the sphere of activity of people associated with the use of
physical exercises and its connection with the theory of sports,
note the following. First, the object area of the theory of physical
culture is the sphere of human activity associated with the use
of physical exercises. The subject field in this theory is the social
phenomena and processes that arise and develop as a result
of the historical evolution of this sphere. Secondly, the object
area of the theory of sports is the system of long-term training
of athletes, and the field of study - the process of training
athletes at various stages of multi-year improvement. The
above statement allows us to assert that the theory of physical
culture and the theory of sport have different subject fields of
cognition. However, the object area of the theory of sports is an
integral part of the object area of the theory of physical culture.
Consequently, the scientific theories are noted, revealing various
facets of the functioning of physical culture in society (the theory
of physical culture - the development of physical culture in the
context of the cultural-historical process, and the existing theory
of sport - to a greater extent, the procedural side of this process)
do not contradict, but complement each other by deepening
thereby knowledge of the field of human activity associated
with the use of physical exercises. They change and develop in
accordance with the dynamics of the cognitive process, thus
providing an objective understanding of the essence of the social
phenomenon of physical culture.

Conclusion

i.
In the course of the above study, a consensus definition
of the concept of “sport” was formulated and it was shown
that the objective field of sports theory is a system of multiyear training of athletes, and the subject field is the process
of preparation of athletes at various stages of multi-year
improvement.

ii.
It has been established that the results of people’s
activity associated with the use of physical exercises in the
process of preparation for and participation in competitions
have a dual nature as a person is at the same time the
subject and object of the cultural-historical process. The
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noted feature defines the essence of the existence of two
interrelated facets in the theory of sport - sociocultural and
procedural.
iii. In the course of the study, a consensus definition of
the concept of “physical culture” was formulated and it was
shown that the object area of the theory of physical culture
is the field of activity of people associated with the use of
physical exercises. The subject field in this theory is the
social phenomena and processes that arise and develop in
the course of the historical evolution of this sphere.
iv. It has been shown that the theory of physical culture
and sports theory do not contradict, but complement each
other, thus deepening the system of knowledge about the
sphere of human activity connected with the use of physical
exercises.
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